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Emission of Shifted Electronic 
Muonic Uranium Atoms 

X -Rays from 

The electronic X-ray lines from muonic uranium atoms 
have been observed. These lines have occured to be 
shifted on some hundreds of electronovolts respectively 
to characteristic x-rays of photoactinium. 

One of possible experiments is incomplete screening 
of one charge unit of the nucleus by muon in its orbits. 
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At the negative muon beam of the JINR synchrocyclo
tron the y -rays emitted in the interaction of 11 - with 
metallic uranium were measured in the energy range 
from 14 to 500 keV. 

The measurements were performed with Ge ( Li) de
tectors of 2.4 and 3 cm3 volume each and an energy 
resolution better than l keV at 100 keV. The 11 -stop 
events in the uranium target were registered in the 
counter telescope consisting of four plastic scintillators 
operating in the usual 1234 coincidence mode. The time 
distribution of gamma-events was measured with a time
to-pulse height converter. Energy spectra corresponding 
to different time intervals with respect to the 11 -stop 
moment were recorded by means of a digital discrimina
tor unit working on-line with the HP 2116 C computer. 

The energy calibration was performed with the standard 
gamma-ray sources of 169 Yb , 241 Am and 57 Co/ 1 ~nd well
known muonic transitions of the light elements C , N 
and ol21 which were also present in our spectra. 

The y -rays from the radioactive sources were de
tected continuously in the experiments as chance coinci
dences with the 11 -stop signal in a wide time interval 
(1.5 11 s ). The spectra were analysed with the computer 
code GAMMA at the CDC 6200 computer. The lines were 
approximated with symmetric gaussian. In the case of 
single peaks a linear background was used, elsewhere, 
a parabola was applied. The nonlinearity of the apparatus 
was described with a cubic polynomial. 
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In the figure the prompt and delayed y -ray spectra 
are shown. In the prompt spectrum muonic transitions 
of uranium and the light elements mentioned are visible. 
Electronic X -rays of uranium which are produced by the 
muons stopping in the target are also present. In the 
delayed spectrum the electronic X -rays of protactinium 
and uranium originate from nuclear muon capture and 
excitation of the target material by secondary particles. 

Table 
Energies of electronic X -ray transitions 

Pa [keVI Pa* [keV] 11 U [keV] 11 U -Pa [eV] _____ i!2 _____ ~:P2 ___________ ~~PL ___________________ _ 

Ka:z 92.287 92.341± 0.056 ~2.616 ± 0.076 329 ± 76 
Ka1 95.868 95.807 ± 0.055 96.250 ± 0.051 382 ± 51 

(I) f/3/ 
Re. 

Their activity decays with a mean life-time of r - 80 ns 
which is characteristic for the life-time of the 11 - in the 
ls orbit in heavy elements. The energies of the measured 
X -rays of U and Pa are in good agreement with the 
published data (table). In the prompt spectrum there 
exists a group of 2 lines forming a pattern like X -rays 
from Z=91 , but shifted more than 2 channels to higher 
energies. Furthermore in the spectra there are no 
unidentified transitions. Therefore, it seems to be evident 
that the shifted lines are the electronic X -rays of muonic 
uranium atoms. 

Vacancies in the K -shell are produced by muonic 
Auger transitions. The shifted X -rays may result in their 
refilling process if the screening of one charge unit 
of nucleus is not complete as one has to expect for suffi
cient high muonic orbits according to Vogel's predictions/4 /. 

It should however be noted that at least a part of the 
observed shifts can be explained by the presence of ad
ditional vacancies in the 'L -shell at the moment of the 
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Fig. Electronic X -:ray spectrum observed in the inter
action of negative muons with uranium. Between the 
prompt and delayed spectra a pause of 20 ns was in
serted. The full lines jndicate the results of the !it to 
the data which are drawn with statistical errors. The 
numbers quoted behind the line identifications are the 
corresponding energies in keV. 11 Z -muonic atom of the 
element Z. 
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atomic KX -transition. A similar situation exists in the 
X -ray emission accompanying heavy ion collisions/51. 
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